seven tons spilled) in the 1970s
to 6.3 oil spills in the 2010s. This
statistic is particularly remarkable
when looking at the number of
oil spills in proportion to the
quantity of oil transported during
the years. According to the United
Nations Conference on Trade and

Development, oil tankers carried an
annual average of nearly 1.5 billion
metric tons during the 1970s and
nearly 1.8 billion metric tons in the
2010s. As the amount of oil carried
increased during the decades, the
number of oil spills decreased,
suggesting safer transport of oil.

Which Seaport Is the World’s
Most Eco-Friendly?
Many seaports claim to be “the most
sustainable port in the world,” but
recent research aimed at assessing
sustainability initiatives and
approaches adopted by ports shows
which port may rightly claim the title.
Ports undertake environmental
initiatives in response to social
pressure but also to grow and
increase their international
competitiveness. These
environmental initiatives are defined
by the American Association of
Port Authorities as “strategies and
activities that meet current and
future needs of port stakeholders
while protecting and sustaining
human and natural resources.”
The study assessed sustainability
initiatives adopted in global ports
by selecting 36 ports to represent
three regions: North America (NA),
Europe (EU), and Asia Pacific (AP).
Ports were selected based on claims
or pledges to be sustainable, as well
as on the availability of information
from port websites. Ports in Africa
and South America were not selected
due to lack of publicly available
environmental data.
In order to analyze the
sustainability of each port, the
authors selected 25 indicators based
on existing sustainability initiatives
and operational norms. These
indicators may include the presence

of environmental management
systems, port environmental review
systems, the use of renewable
energy, and various quality
monitoring indicators.

But accidents still happen. In
May 2020, the Singapore-registered
X-Press Pearl caught fire and
released 25 tons of nitric acid,
among other chemicals, off the coast
of Sri Lanka. Two months later the
Japanese-owned ship Wakashio
spilled more than 1,400 tons of oil

From a regional perspective, EU
ports lead in sustainability, as four
EU ports have high sustainability
scores (22-23 initiatives), eight
ports fall under the moderate
sustainability scale (11-21 initiatives),
and no EU ports were found to
have low sustainability scores (1-10
initiatives). North American ports
followed with three regional ports

off the coast of Mauritius, an island
nation in the Indian Ocean.
“Ironically, the majority of spills
come from smaller vessels under
300 gross tons, which are sometimes
underinsured or not insured at all,”
says Russ Brown, a partner at
Safe Harbor Pollution Insurance.

having high sustainability scores,
five with a moderate sustainability
rating, and four with a low
sustainability score.
From an individual port basis, the
ports of Los Angeles and Gothenburg,
Sweden, can claim to be “the most
sustainable port in the world” as
they have both integrated 23 key
sustainability initiatives.

PORT SUSTAINABILITY SCORES
SUSTAINABILITY
SCORE

Low

Moderate

High

NUMBER OF ADOPTED
INITIATIVES
PORTS WITH ADOPTED INITIATIVES

NUMBER OF PORTS
(REGIONALLY)
NA

EU

AP

1

Quebec

1

2

Saint John

1

3

Sept-Îles

1

5

Georgia Port

1

8

Jawaharlal Nehru

10

Hong Kong

1

11

Auckland, Fremantle

2

12

Igoumenitsa, Prince Rupert

13

Helsinki

1

14

London

1

15

Nantes Saint Nazaire

1

16

Hedland

17

NY-NJ, VEN, COP, SIN, KEE, HP, BRI

1

18

Seattle, Busan

1

19

Vancouver, Valencia, Dublin, Aqaba

1

20

Houston

1

21

Kaohsiung

22

Montreal, Long Beach, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Bremen

23

Los Angeles, Gothenburg

Total

N = 36

1

1

1

1
2

4
1

2

1

1
2

3

1

1

N = 36

Note: NY-NJ (New York and New Jersey), VEN (Venice), COP (Copenhagen), SIN (Singapore), KEE (Keelung), HP (Hay Point), BRI (Brisbane)
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